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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a hybrid peer-to-peer streaming
architecture for large scale media streaming service. The proposed architecture combines peer-to-peer system and centralized server to exploit advantages of the two models. Then, we deal with streaming load
allocation problem under the proposed scheme. Given a set of centralized servers and a set of unreliable supplying peers with heterogeneous
bandwidth oﬀers, we show how to assign streaming load to a subset of
supplying peers, while considering unreliable performance of each peers.
Our experimental results show that the proposed scheme, compared with
legacy server with similar capacity, increases the number of clients about
67% on the average.

1

Introduction

Traditional client-server architecture along with voluminous nature of multimedia ﬁles makes it diﬃcult to provide large scalable multimedia treaming service.
A powerful centralized server with a high-bandwidth Internet connection is somewhat easy to deploy, it has a lot of shortcomings in scalability, reliability, high
cost, and load on backbone networks. To deal with these problems, architectures such as proxy caching [7,10] or content distribution network (CDN) [1,
8] are introduced. These architectures employ intermediate nodes called proxy
server (in caching) or edge server (in CDN) to duplicate some of multimedia
contents to geographically closer nodes to clients. However, they still suﬀer from
the same problems as the client-server case, since they are fundamentally based
on client-server paradigm from the viewpoint of proxy server or edge server.
Recently peer-to-peer streaming system has gained a lot of attention as an
alternative to existing streaming service architectures. Compared with clientserver based models, peer-to-peer streaming system is more scalable in terms of
the number of concurrent users and provides much larger streaming capacity in a
cost-eﬀective manner. However, pure peer-to-peer media streaming service in real
world is almost infeasible due to the following non-technical reasons. (1) Peers
are very autonomous entities; they join and leave the network whenever they
want to (even in the middle of streaming), since they do not care about overall
system’s serviceability, availability, etc. (2) Peers are extremely unreliable; they
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may suﬀer from performance degradation due to network congestion, etc. (3)
It is very diﬃcult to service unpopular contents by pure peer-to-peer system
only, since peers have inclination to access and store popular contents only.
Therefore, in order to deploy peer-to-peer paradigm in media streaming service
in real world, there must be a scheme to make up for such weak points in the
pure peer-to-peer system.
There have been many works dealing with pure peer-to-peer media streaming
systems [2,4,5,6,9,12]. Especially, several multi-source on-demand media streaming systems have been proposed. [14] addresses the media data assignment problem in non-parallel fashion and fast system capacity ampliﬁcation method for
multi-source media streaming. Similar to our work, a hybrid system which integrates peer-to-peer into CDN is proposed in [13]. Diﬀerent from our work, peers
are regarded as reliable entities. The authors assume that peers are always up,
have no bandwidth degradation, and never stop streaming anyway. Moreover,
once a media ﬁle is dispersed throughout the system, subsequent streaming requests for that media ﬁle are served by peers without intervention of centralized
server. They call it handoﬀ and try to optimal handoﬀ time for a given media
ﬁle. After handoﬀ time, the hybrid system is regressed to pure peer-to-peer system. Even in the middle of hybrid period, a media streaming session is serviced
either by CDN server only or by peers only.
Modeling of peers in previous works is too ideal. As mentioned above, peers
are never reliable in real world, and it does not make sense to provide deterministic service guarantee with unreliable peers. In this paper, we ﬁrst propose a
hybrid peer-to-peer streaming architecture for large scale media streaming service. The proposed architecture combines peer-to-peer system and centralized
server to exploit advan-tages of the both models. Then, we tackle a problem
of streaming load allocation under the proposed architecture. Given a set of
centralized servers and a set of peers with heterogeneous bandwidth oﬀers, we
suggest a policy to select subset of available centralized servers and supplying
peers for streaming a media ﬁle. Especially we take account of the unreliable
property of peers.
Our contribution can be divided into two parts. First, we propose a hybrid
peer-to-peer media streaming architecture integrated with centralized clientserver one. Sec-ond, we solve a streaming load allocation problem under the
proposed architecture to cope with unreliable peers while maximizing the number of concurrent users. We conduct comprehensive performance evaluation of
the proposed scheme. Our results show that that the proposed scheme, compared
with legacy server with similar capacity, increases the number of clients about
67% on the average.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a
hybrid peer-to-peer streaming scheme and explain the system operations under
the proposed architecture. In Section 3, we identify the streaming load allocation
problem based on the model and propose a load allocation scheme and its admission control algorithm which continues streaming service against some peer
failure or degradation. We describe the simulation setup and discuss the results
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of performance evaluation in Section 4. Finally, we present our conclusions in
Section 5.

2

System Operations

In this section, we present a hybrid peer-to-peer media streaming architecture
and explain overall system operations based on the architecture.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed hybrid peer-to-peer streaming architecture. The
hybrid system consists of a few streaming servers, an index server, and a set
of ordinary peers. Major roles of centralized servers in our architecture are: (1)
legacy streaming servers that participate in hybrid streaming session as a server,
(2) source of all media ﬁles in the system, i.e. a seed peer in the peer-to-peer
network. Hereafter, we call them source peers in the sense of ”source of all media
ﬁles.” Compared with ordinary peer, source peer is a true server in the meaning
that they are always up and in operation. The number of source peers in the
system is dependent on the scale of the network and client population.
An index server of peer-to-peer network knows all the information about
which peer is dead or alive, which peer owns which media ﬁles, which peers are
joining which streaming sessions, and so on. Each peer is either a supplying peer
for a requesting peer depending on the role of the peer in the streaming session.
A peer may be both supplying peer and requesting peer at the same time. Before
receiving any streaming service, the client is a requesting peer. After ﬁnishing
streaming service, the requesting peer caches the media ﬁle in disk and it becomes
a supplying peer of the media ﬁle. A supplying peer may participate in several
streaming session as a server at the same time. The heterogeneity of supplying
peers is modeled by its maximum number of out-bound sessions, upper limit on
the aggregate out-bound bandwidth, and the degree of reliability. We assume
that each peer has enough disk storage to contain several video ﬁles.
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Fig. 1. A hybrid peer-to-peer streaming
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The peer-to-peer media streaming in the proposed architecture operates as
follows. When a media ﬁle is ﬁrst introduced to the system, it is copied to
each source peer1 . At the beginning, there are no supplying peers. Only source
peers stream the media data to receiving peers. After a streaming session, the
requesting peer reports to the index servers that it has become a sending peer
with contribution parameters such as a limited out-bound bandwidth contributed
to the system’s streaming capacity and a limited number of streaming sessions it
would support. The values of the two parameters are dependent on the capacity
of the peer such as processor power, network bandwidth, and storage.
A peer-to-peer streaming session involves at least one source server and several supplying peers. In order to guarantee continuous playback of media ﬁle,
the sum of their out-bound bandwidth contribution is at least the same as the
media playback rate. On receipt of media playback request, the index server
ﬁrst determines source peers in the neighborhood of the requesting peer. It also
checks if there are active supplying peers who own the media ﬁle such that (1)
they have an available out-bound slot and (2) the sum of their out-bound bandwidth, including source peers, is greater than or equal to the playback rate of
the media. If so, the request will be served by the selected supplying peers and
source peers servers; otherwise, the request will be served by the source peers
only.
For a given media ﬁle and possible candidate supplying peers (including
centralized servers), there may exist many possible ways to select a subset of
candidate supplying peers who will participate in streaming session of the media
ﬁle. There are certain criteria in designing peer selection policy. These include
(1) guaranteeing continuous playback, (2) to minimize initial buﬀering delay, (3)
to be resilient from (sending) peer degradation or failure, (4) to maximize the
remaining streaming capacity of the system, (5) to minimize load on network,
(5) to disseminate the media ﬁle as fast as possible. The principal objective
of the streaming service is to guarantee continuous playback. In legacy clientserver paradigm, continuous playback is guaranteed by reliable centralized server.
However, in peer-to-peer paradigm, peers acting as a server are not reliable at
all. They may go down, suﬀer from degradation or failure. Moreover, one cannot
predict theses failures in advance. Therefore, the unreliable property of peers
makes it diﬃcult to guarantee continuous playback. In what follows, we propose
a peer selection policy considering unreliable property of peers.

3

Streaming Load Allocation

In this section, we try to answer the following question; how to distribute a
streaming load among source peers and ordinary supplying peers? We ﬁrst deﬁne
clearly the streaming load allocation problem, and then we suggest a streaming load allocation policy in consideration of peer’s reliability. We also propose
1

A media ﬁle can be published by an ordinary peer. In this case the media ﬁle should
be duplicated to source peers before being serviced to peers
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a failure resilience scheme dealing with degradation of peers in the middle of
streaming session.
Before discussing the streaming load allocation, we ﬁrst model the heterogeneity of peers as follows. Each peer has two attributes concerning heterogeneity; the degree of reliability and out-bound bandwidth limit. Let the degree of
reliability of each supplying peer i be speciﬁed as a percentage pi of the total
amount of media data that is supposed to arrive on time. That is, in worst case,
a requesting peer receives only pi of the data the supplying peer i tries to send. If
a peer is a source peer, pi is always 1; otherwise, for ordinary supplying peers, it
is less than 1 (pi is even zero when pi is down). Let the out-bound bandwidth limit
of peer i be speciﬁed as fimax . Namely, peer i limits its out-bound bandwidth
contribution by fimax .
Now consider a media streaming session of m possible candidate peers (including source peers). We assume that supplying peers can service the requesting
peer by proceeding in periodic rounds, retrieving and sending a ﬁxed amount of
media data for each round. Let f1 , f2 , . . . , fn denote the amount of media data
sent in each round. The problem of streaming load allocation is to ﬁnd n(n ≤ m)
and fi (i = 1, . . . , n), which satisfy the following inequality:
(1)
p1 ∗ f1 + p2 ∗ f2 + . . . + pn ∗ fn ≥ q ∗ F
n
subject to 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1, 0 < fi ≤ fimax , and i=1 fimax ≥ F , where F is the
total amount of data needed by requesting peer during a round for best-quality
playback and q is the streaming quality requirement provided by requesting peer.
The left hand side of the equation represents the lower bound on the expected
amount of media data received during a round in worst case. The right hand
side means the amount of media data that is needed by client while satisfying
the client-supplied QoS parameter2 .
This problem can be solved using the following algorithm. First of all, we
should include one or more source peers, if available, in order to guarantee minimum quality of streaming. Then, given m candidate peers, we sort the supplying
peers according to their values of pi ∗ fimax in decreasing order. We start with
the largest value peers and assign its fi to be α ∗ pi ∗ fimax , where α is an appropriate constant less than 1. We then continue to assign to each supplying peer
this value, beginning with the ones with larger values and moving to the ones
with smaller values, until the above equation is satisﬁed.
Now we discuss the failure resiliency feature of the proposed scheme. By
failure resiliency, we mean a recovery from the situation where peer’s degree of
reliability is changing due to some reasons such as network congestion on links
between supplying peer and receiving peer, abrupt overload on supplying peers,
etc. Consider a simple case involving two supplying peers. For supplying peer
s1 , p1 is 1.0 and f1 is 10 and, for supplying peer s2 , p2 is 0.6 and f2 is 10.
Then, the amount of media data received by requesting peer per each round is
1 ∗ 10 + 0.6 ∗ 10 = 16. After a while, the degree of reliability of s1 changes to 0.9,
2

The equation can be used as an admission control criteria by index server when
admitting a new requesting peer
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which may results in the decrease of streaming quality in the near future. We
can avoid the situation by simply changing the values ﬁ of other supplying peers
who shows stable degree of reliability. In our example, we increase the value of f2
by 2, we can easily maintain the streaming quality such as 0.9∗10+0.6∗12 ≥ 16.

4

Experiments

We evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture through extensive
simulation experiments. We present the simulation setup and the results in this
section.
We use the Network Simulator ns-2 [11] in the experiments. We use large
Internet-like network topology generated by GT-ITM topology generator [3],
add peers via DSL or LAN to the routers in the topology. We use 112 media
ﬁles of 30-minute durations each recorded at a rate of 192Kb/s. Each peer has
128Kb/s out-bound bandwidth of 2-6 concurrent streaming sessions.
We simulate the following scenario. First source peers introduce media ﬁles
into the network. According to the uniform arrival pattern, a peer joins the
network and requests a media ﬁle. Media ﬁles are selected according to the
zipﬁan distribution with skew factor of 0.7. Then, the streaming steps described
in Section 2 and 3 are put into operation. If the request can be satisﬁed, i.e., there
is a suﬃcient capacity in the system, connections are established between the
supplying peers (and source peers) and the requesting peer and the streaming
session begins. The send and receive over UDP and carries CBR traﬃc. When
the streaming session is over, the requesting peer caches the whole media ﬁle.
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Fig. 2 and 3 shows the performance of the proposed hybrid streaming scheme
compared with the legacy CDN service. In this experiment, 600 clients make
4,100 requests during 270 minute simulated interval. For legacy streaming service, we use 10 streaming servers and, for hybrid peer-to-peer service, we use
3 source peers. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed scheme accepts much lager
number of client’s requests. More speciﬁcally, the number of concurrent clients
increases by 67.2% on average. Fig. 3 shows the cumulative load on the source
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peers in hybrid system and on the streaming servers in legacy system. Source
peers in the hybrid system are much less loaded due to the help of ordinary
supplying peers.
In order to ﬁnd the optimal number of source peers in the hybrid system
streaming service, we measure the eﬀects of the number of source peers on the
reject ratio of client’s request with various source peer capacities. As shown
in Fig. 4, when the number of source peers is relatively small, the reject ratio
decrease drastically as the number of source peers increases. However, more
source peers does not aﬀect greatly when the number of source peers are large.
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5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a hybrid peer-to-peer media streaming architecture
integrated with legacy client-server architecture. We solve the streaming load
allocation problem under the proposed scheme to maximize the number of concurrent users for a given set of peers. The proposed hybrid architecture and
the load allocation scheme has the following features: (1) the proposed scheme
takes advantage of both client-server streaming and pure peer-to-peer streaming, (2) at least one source peer is involved with each streaming session, which
results in more stable streaming quality, (3) by considering the degree of reliability of peers in streaming load allocation, the scheme can be easily applicable
to real-world service, (4) the allocation scheme easily adapts to peer’s failure or
network congestion against unreliable peers. We conduct comprehensive performance evaluation of the proposed scheme. Our results show that the proposed
scheme, compared with legacy server with similar capacity, increases the number
of clients about 67% on the average.
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